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On a ship traversing the dangerous seas in 1710, surrendering to the swashbuckling pirates of The

Manhunter will yield the most pleasurable of outcomes. Thomas Treadwell takes to the high seas as

a sailor on a merchant ship as he searches for freedom, a difficult thing to find for a man such as

himself in the 18th century. While he must hide his most essential self in the daylight, his forbidden

desires are allowed brief tastes of secret passion under the cover of night and with faceless

partners. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not the freedom heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d hoped to one day find, but it was better than

most realities for a catamite. Caught in the taboo act aboard the VIrtue, a pious ship captained by

the sanctimonious Captain Temperance Stone, Thomas faces death for his crime of finding

pleasure with a fellow sailor. But his fate changes in an instant when the Virtue is caught and

boarded by the notorious Manhunter, a pirate ship purportedly manned by men just like him, men

who desire men. The ship of criminal misfits offers him safe harbor as a guest, and what was always

forbidden is accepted and celebrated. Celebrated heartily and with many of his newfound sailing

companions. But when he stumbles upon their mysterious secret, passions and suspicions are

aroused. Thomas must decide whether to join their ranks for good, making him a criminal in his own

eyes. Lust in the Caribbean delivers sexy scenes and high adventure, transporting readers back to

a far away place and time. Dive deep and experience the journey right alongside Thomas, as he

discovers the meaning of acceptance, loyalty and the rule of love over law.
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Can you imagine being in time where being in love can carry a death sentence? In this time an

place we meet a sailor who feels any attraction towards a man he could be put to death. Thomas is

caught in a privee with another man in an intimate embrace. Will Thomas face his death ? Or will a

stranger save him ? Will Thomas save himself from the strict spiteful world ? Can Love overcome

haters? You will not regret reading this story of love an learning to love yourself.

When I first started to read this back I was so happy to find Historical novel involving men with men

and also with some paranormal included. This book also gave me a glance into what happened to

men who were found to "dally" with other men. This story followed Thomas who at last learns to

accept himself and can find happiness. But of course there is danger and some sadness included.

Which for me makes a book much more interesting. Very worth reading....I loved it!!!!

Pirates, Werebears, Werewolves, & other creature all take part in this great adventure. Loved the

details of ship sailing & fighting, & yes lots of free m/m sexing going on. Enjoyed the twists & turns in

the story, strong characters and of course, the HEA! A fun, sexual, historical read that I didn't want

to end!

I'll say it again. Wow. What a amazing read that was. Noah has done it again this book had me on

the edge from start finish I haven't had a book keep me so engaged before like this one did. I really

thought Thomas was going to be with the captain very good surprise there. Amazing book hook line

and dinner there wonderfully written. Thanks Noah and I hope this one gets to #1 were it deserves

to be

This book was very good, though I do wish there has been less meanness and vulgarity to the gay

men, even some of it from each other, and more caring love, more romance. I'm glad that it,

eventually, ended well, though. Great job, Noah! :)



This was absolutely wonderful, I loved it. There was so much adventure, sexy screens, romance

and suspense, mystery of the sea! Unbelievable, that I'm sorry the story had to end. So many

thanks, Honey Bee
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The Manhunter! Noted for its giant golden hmm hmm shining out from the sea. Everything from

seafaring werewolves to mermen... all with an insatiable appetite for pirate booty. Great story line.

Great characters and adventure.

As always Noah Harris did not disappoint. The story twisted & turned & held my attention from start

to finish. Pirates & Shifters, unlike anything I have read before.
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